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• CPAP

Often used in patients with OSA, but also for patients with heart failure.
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Spontaneous (S) mode is a bilevel mode that allows the patient to breathe spontaneously. That means the patient 
breathes at their own respiratory rate and rhythm and the device follows their breathing pattern̶in other words, the 
device triggers to inspiration based on patient demand, it supports inspiration using inspiratory pressure (IPAP), and 
cycles based on the patientʼs breathing pattern. There is no backup rate in this mode.

This mode can be used in patients that do not require a backup rate.

• S(Spontaneous)



In Timed (T) mode, a fixed respiratory rate and fixed inspiration/expiration time set by the clinician is supplied 
regardless of patient effort.

• T(timed)



ST mode can be triggered by the patient or the device. 
The patient has the opportunity to trigger spontaneously, but the device will deliver a breath if the patient falls below 
the set respiratory rate. Slope and IPAP can each be adjusted to decrease work of breathing and improve ventilation. 
The breath can be cycled by the patient or the device. Cycle sensitivity can be adjusted to ensure that the device cycles 
in synch with patient effort

• ST(Spontaneous timed)
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What is VGPS Mode?
VGPS (Volume Guaranty Pressure Support) is  volume-assured pressure 
support mode. Its advanced technology helps optimize ventilation, improve 
patient-device synchrony and maintain appropriate targeted alveolar 
ventilation, even as the patientʼs ventilatory needs change.
VGPS maintains a preset target alveolar ventilation by monitoring delivered 
ventilation, adjusting the pressure support and providing an intelligent backup 
breath automatically. 
The goals are:
1.To assure effective ventilation in patients suffering from hypoventilation or 
respiratory insufficiency
2.Maintain stable gas exchange in a variety of situations.

Who Benefits from VGPS?

Patients who benefit from VGPS typically experience hypoventilation—they don’t 
breathe enough. VGPS mode is optimized to treat the full range of patients with 
respiratory insufficiency conditions, such as:
1.Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD): COPD patients benefit as VGPS can 
adjust for changes in airway resistance during sleep.
2.Neuromuscular disease with restrictive conditions: VGPS can maintain stable 
ventilation for patients with neuromuscular diseases as their ventilation fluctuates 
during sleep or as the disease progresses over time.
3.Obesity Hypoventilation: When compared to standard pressure support therapy, 
VGPS can compensate for changes in respiratory mechanics, such as during nocturnal 
position changes.

• VGPS


